Lay Women in the Hospitals of Late Medieval
Bergamo
Roisin Cossar
Throughout Italian cities in the later Middle Ages, civic and ecclesiastical authorities consolidated small hospitals primarily designed to house the sick, poor,
and other social marginals into large institutions with a mandate to provide professional medical care to the entire community.1 In many cities in northern Italy, hospital restructuring was accompanied by the establishment ofproweditori di sanità guardians of public health - to oversee the medical profession and prevent outbreaks of plague.2 These changes were preceded by several decades of reform measures designed to bring hospitals more effectively under the control of civic and ecclesiastical authorities. Traditionally, historians have presented this period of reform as the triumph of Renaissance rationality over defective, corrupt medieval institutions. Examining hospital reform through the lens of gender complicates that
view by revealing that the reform of medieval hospitals was accompanied by ambivalence among authorities towards the activities of lay women who had previously lived undisturbed within the institutions. Tracing the reasons for changes to
perceptions of women in hospitals forces us to redefine the effects of hospital reform at the end of the Middle Ages.3
My study is based on examples taken from the city of Bergamo, one of the first
cities in the north of Italy to undertake extensive restructuring of its hospitals. Bergamo
is a useful site for a study of women in late medieval hospitals, since the social and
pious landscape of that city was similar to that of many other medium-sized Italian
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cities of the time.4 In the mid-fifteenth century, eleven small hospitals in Bergamo
were absorbed into one large institution. This "Great Hospital of San Marco" was to
be administered by the large confraternity of the Misericordia Maggiore at the request of both the bishop and the Venetian governors of the city.5 As. elsewhere on the
Italian peninsula, the governors of the new hospital argued that the charitable efforts
of the small institutions of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries had been marred
by the "negligence" of their staff and the "misgovernment of the many men who
[we]re necessary to run them".6 The governors probably had in mind individuals
like Ziliolus de Feracavallis, the minister of Bergamo's hospital of S. Lorenzo, who
in 1370 was accused of denying the poor food and shelter, threatening to kill his
fellow brothers, and having a sexual affair with a woman in the hospital.7 But in
ridding the hospitals of Ziliolus and his ilk, hospital administrators also set in motion a larger series of changes which involved reimagining the hospital as a maledominated space in which women played a limited role.
Twenty years ago, it was possible to assert that women joined hospitals in the
Middle Ages simply to fulfill their "natural propensity for compassion, more developed in women than it is in men."8 Historians schooled in feminist principles now
discredit this essentialist stereotype of women as nurturers. Many argue instead that
hospitals appealed to women because they functioned as female religious communities, much like the beguinages of the thirteenth century, which gave women the
opportunity to participate in the "busy, engaged piety" that Carolyn Walker Bynum
has argued characterized women's involvement in religion in that period.9 Roberta
Gilchrist, among others, also sustains that hospitals provided lay women with an
unusual opportunity to live out their religious ambitions in the later Middle Ages.10
Certainly hospitals provided women (and some men) with an opportunity to
experience the vibrant religious movements of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.11
But locating hospitals within a dynamic religious environment should not blind us
to the multifaceted nature of lay experience within the institutions. Hospitals provided lay people with opportunities for spiritual action, but the laity - especially
unmarried and widowed women - also sought out hospitals for the shelter and physical
security the institutions offered.12 Furthermore, both men and women took advantage of the tax exemptions that accompanied oblation to hospitals.13 Most of the
women entering hospitals in Bergamo were well-off, making donations of land and
houses to the institutions on entrance, and leaving substantial estates behind. Thus,
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hospital membership likely provided them financial, social, and pious benefits. In
addition, as Anna Benvenuti Papi argues, the commitment to service that hospitals
offered assisted women in overcoming what she sees as the miseries of their existence in the later Middle Ages.14
Hospitals may have offered women shelter and companionship, but within the
institutions women could not escape conventional ideas about gender roles. Instead,
gendered norms shaped women's and men's activities within the institutions. Roles
for lay sisters in hospitals corresponded to the prevailing (elite) view that "good" women
should be subject to restrictions on their movement. The women could serve the sick
(although they seldom did) or live a life of contemplation within the institution, but
they took on no responsibilities in the outside world.15 For women, then, hospitals
resembled households, providing their female members with security, but also limiting their contact with the world outside the institution. In contrast, lay brothers in
Bergamo, as in the hospitals of other Italian cities, took on a variety of roles inside and
outside hospitals, administering them, working with the sick, and serving in other
civic organizations. For example, Albertus de Payerolis, minister of the hospital of S.
Vincenzo between 1341 and 1361, served as an official of the confraternity of the
Misericordia Maggiore at the same time.16 Women could not have cultivated similar
connections, because they could not hold positions as confraternity officials. Neither
would it have been possible for a woman to carry out some of the other tasks Albertus
took on as a minister of S. Vincenzo, including collecting bodies for burial.17 Albertus'
importance within the civic religious community was made clear by the fact that when
he died, the MIA spent the large sum of 11 lire on his funeral.18 No female members of
hospitals were given such recognition.
Although they were subject to restrictions on their activities in the world outside the hospital, within the institutions lay sisters enjoyed both status and comfort.
They were visible members of the hospital community, occasionally acting as administrators and voting with their male counterparts on decisions taken at chapter
meetings. For instance, in the 1330s, two women, domina Anexia, the wife of dominus Paganus de Tresolzo, and Catarina, wife of the nobleman dominus Teutaldus de
Suardi, served as co-ministers of the hospital of S. Vincenzo.19 A female member of
the Third Order of the Franciscans served as minister of the hospital of S. Bernardo.20
Testators founding hospitals also occasionally stipulated that their female relatives
serve as administrators of the new institution. The founder of the hospital of S.
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Alessandro asked that one of his female relatives be named minister of the hospital
if she survived him.21
All lay sisters, whether they served as hospital administrators or not, lived in
comfortable, private accommodations within the hospital buildings. For example,
when domina Gisla de Sivernatis went to live in the hospital of S. Vincenzo in the
late 1320s, she furnished her room in the hospital with several items that were both
functional and luxurious, including two chests, a feather mattress and a feather pillow, linen sheets and a lambswool cover. Her bed, covered with a wooden canopy
called a celonum, was large enough to be made into three separate beds for poor
residents of the hospital after Gisla died.22 Like Gisla, domina Marchisia della Fontana
also furnished her room in S. Vincenzo with comfortable, attractive items, including
a painted desk (scripnum), chests, a bed, and other household furniture.23 Perhaps
because hospitals offered them not only security but also status, sources ranging
from oblation records to lists of those present at chapter meetings suggest that women
formed the majority of lay oblates to hospitals in Bergamo in the early-to-mid fourteenth century. During that period, hospital officials voiced few concerns about the
presence of women in their communities, even when landholding women apparently turned to the institutions as much to avoid paying taxes as out of pious need.
Before the mid-fifteenth century, hospital officials in Bergamo divided lay men
and women joining hospitals into two groups: familiares and conversi. Each group
initially appeared to have a different function. In accordance with their origins in
monastic culture, familiares occasionally served the sick and poor residents of the
hospital, and conversi sometimes took a spiritual or contemplative role in the institutions.24 The religious status of conversi is evident in the character of their oblation
ceremonies, which normally involved the new conversus kneeling before the altar
of the church associated with the hospital. Familiares did not make such a gesture.25
Members of the two groups were also distinguished by the nature of their property
commitments to the hospital. Conversi committed all of their personal property to
the institutions on entrance, while familiares promised to give only part of their
property, and sometimes received a wage for their services. For instance, two women,
Delaydina and Benvenuta, became conversae of the hospital of S. Lorenzo in 1350.
During their oblation ceremony, the women dedicated "themselves and their goods"
to the institution.26 In contrast, in 1340, a married couple, domina Bergamina and
her husband Albertus de Payarolis entered S. Vincenzo as familiares. Both were
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charged with taking "good care" of hospital residents, and in return for their work,
the hospital agreed to provide them with 6 lire annually.27 This income was supplemented by rental incomefrom two pieces of property the couple gave to the Misericordia Maggiore, which helped administer S. Vincenzo. During their lives they were
to receive 8 lire each yearfrom the property, which was to devolve to the hospital
after their deaths.28
Although in theory there were substantive distinctions between conversi and
familiares, in reality there were few distinctions between conversae and female
familiares.29 Both conversae and female familiares were of a similar social rank;
none came from the lowest strata of society, as evidenced by the fact that all had
property to donate to the hospital when they joined it. 30 Most were also either unmarried or widowed. In addition, neither conversae nor female familiares actually
gave up control of their property when they joined hospitals. Donation records created on the same day as the entrance ceremonies of many conversae in Bergamo
reveal that their apparent outright donations of property normally came with de futuro conditions, allowing the women to "enjoy" the income from the property during their lifetimes.31 Domina Antonia de Sporzatica, who entered the hospital of S.
Vincenzo as a conversa in 1337, stated her intention to donate se et sua to the hospital, but retained the usufruct of her property as part of an inter vivos bequest of land
she made to hospital administrators. Furthermore, a year later she even sold a parcel
of land to the officials for 61 lire, keeping the proceeds of the sale. 32 Other women
directed portions of their property elsewhere on oblation. For example, on her entry
into the hospital of S. Bernardo, Bona, the widow of Benedicto de Foya, asked that
one quarter of the proceeds of the sale of her house be given to her daughter Benedicta,
perhaps so that the property might be used a dowry.33
The one significant characteristic distinguishing female familiares and conversae
was their age. Women who joined hospitals as familiares were often young, while
conversae tended to be elderly.34 For instance, Bergamina, the wife of Albertus de
Payarolis, was still of child-bearing agefive years before she-became a familiaris of
S. Vincenzo. At that time, her husband dictated a will naming any children she might
bear by him as his principal heirs.35 As well, some women who joined hospitals as
familiares later became conversae, such as Marchisia de la Fontana, who remained
at S. Vincenzo as a familiaris for more than thirty years after she joined it in 1335,
and then became a conversa before her death. We can estimate the age of conversae
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entering the hospital from other records in which they appear; in 1293, the newlywidowed domina Antonia de Sporzatica gave a donation to the confraternity of the
Misericordia Maggiore in Bergamo, and then 44 years later she joined the hospital
of S. Vincenzo as a conversa.36 Oblation records also sometimes note the age of the
person entering the hospital. For instance, domina Doratha da Rosciate became a
conversa of the hospital run by the fabbrica of S. Maria Maggiore in 1413, when,
she stated, she was over the age of 45. 37
We have seen that despite the differences in their ages, the identity of those
women joining hospitals as familiares and conversae were quite similar. After they
entered hospitals, members of both groups also retained control of property whose
income provided them with a living. Further analysis reveals that as they bought and
sold property together, female familiares and conversae created autonomous communities for themselves within the larger community of the hospital.
Hospitals were unusual sites for female friendship in the later Middle Ages,
and an examination of property exchanges among conversae and familiares sheds
light on the bonds uniting the women within these institutions. Records of these
transactions, which include promises between some women to leave each other their
property after death, and business agreements in which women shared substantial
rental income during life, suggest that relations among the women were cordial, and
sometimes very close. This closeness might suggest that the relationships in question included a sexual element. But rather than searching for evidence of sexual
contact between these women, I would instead argue that the ties among conversae
and familiares resembled those relationships that Judith Bennett has termed "lesbian-like"; intimate relationships which were not necessarily sexual.38 Sometimes
these friendships developed among women who met within the hospitals, at other
times longstanding friends or even sisters joined the institutions together.39 Three
examples of property transactions among female inhabitants of the hospital of S.
Vincenzo illustrate the diverse relationships which women established or maintained
in hospitals during the mid-fourteenth century.
The first couple, Anexia de Longullo and Carina de Mazolis, were close friends
whose concern for each other was evident in the commitments they made as they
entered the hospital. In 1335, they became conversae of S. Vincenzo together, and
their initial promises of property to hospital officials included the condition that on
the death of one woman, the other would receive the usufruct of her estate for the
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duration of her life.40 After they joined S. Vincenzo, the women lived together inside
the hospital, sharing a room and a separate kitchen, and bought and sold more property together, including, in 1339, a piece of land from a familiaris of S. Vincenzo,
Caracosa de Sivernatis.41 Their mutual dependence was acknowledged and accepted
by the community. For instance, in 1340, Vivianus, son of the late Teutaldus of S.
Piligrino, left the friends an annuity of 53 soldi in his will.42 The relationship ended
on the death of Anexia in the early 1340s. In her will, Anexia made Carina her
"universal heir", leaving Carina the use of her estate after a few small bequests were
given to others.43
The case of two other women, Marchisia de la Fontana and Girarda de Ñocha,
familiares of S. Vincenzo in the 1340s, illustrates how women who became friends
while in the hospital also developed close relationships. Marchisia joined S. Vincenzo
in 1335 with her friend Paxina de Menalla, but Paxina died soon afterwards. In the
early 1340s Marchisia and Girarda, who had also joined S. Vincenzo in the mid13308, began collecting rent jointly on a vineyard which Girarda had promised to
the hospital on her death. Their agreement to share the income on the vineyard close to 10 lire annually - suggests that they had pooled their resources and were
making a life together within the hospital. Girarda died in the mid-1340s, and while
her testamentary bequests did not mention Marchisia, other records show that she
left her friend the right to continue collecting the incomefrom the vineyard. Through
the 1340s and 50s, Marchisia continued to rent the property herself, collecting both
cash and two containers of grapes from the harvest each year, and stipulating the
number of vines to be planted on the land. In thefinal redaction of her will in 1359,
Marchisia promised the usufruct of the property to her sister Iacoba, while acknowledging the hospital's claim to ownership of it. 44
Records also show that siblings joined hospitals together. The sisters Gisla and
Caracosa de Sivernatis both became familiares of S. Vincenzo in the 1330s, and
records of their property arrangements both together and separately suggest that
within the hospital they were able to live together securely and comfortably. Gisla,
the daughter of the late Ambrosius de Sivernatis, lived at S. Vincenzo in the 1320s
and 30s, although she did not become an official oblate of the institution until 1335.45
In 1335, several years after she had gone to S. Vincenzo to live, Gisla's sister Caracosa
joined her in the hospital. Caracosa's arrival marked a change in Gisla's status within
the institution, since the sisters became familiares of the hospital together.46 On the
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same day as their oblation ceremony, Gisla made a will in which she named her
sister as her universal heir. She also left 50 lire to S. Vincenzo on condition that it be
invested in land and the incomefrom the investment be given annually to Caracosa
for the rest of her life.47 Gisla probably died in 1339, but Caracosa continued to live
in the hospital until her death in 1352 or 1353. In the years following her sister's
death Caracosa lived on the income she earnedfrom property in the neighbourhood
of Borgo Canale that she bought in 1339 with Gisla's bequest and an investment of
her own money.48
Not only does evidence of these women's participation in the purchase, sale,
and rental of property within hospitals suggest that membership in the institutions
allowed women to make sound investments, it also suggests that women saw hospitals as places where they could enjoy the companionship of other women, both friends
and sisters. The unusual relationships and financial enterprises of conversae and
familiares appear to have developed with the tacit approval of male hospital officials. During the middle of the century, officials did not openly comment on the
women's activities within the institutions, suggesting that hospitals in mid-fourteenth century Bergamo were female-friendly spaces. But nearing the end of the
fourteenth century, as secular and ecclesiastical authorities began to call for the purification and professionalization of hospitals, officials of Bergamo's hospitals placed
the lay communities within the institutions under closer control. Although all conversi,
both male and female, came under scrutiny, evidence suggests both that lay women
became particular targets of this reform movement and that they, more than their
male counterparts, ceased to join hospitals in significant numbers. A broadly-based
discourse about the specific threat posed by women within late medieval institutions changed the status of conversae and familiares in Bergamo's hospitals.
Throughout the Middle Ages, ecclesiastical and secular authorities frequently
evinced negative attitudes to women, portraying them as sexually insatiable and
unstable. By the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, clerical and civic authorities
throughout Italy constructed women's morality around their submissiveness to patriarchal authority, arguing forcefully that so-called good women should take a limited role in public life, instead remaining within their households as much as possible. Fears about the power of women to create disorder, especially within the religious realm, also became more pronounced in this period.49 In addition, calls for the
reform of hospitals became louder during the late fourteenth century. In Bergamo,
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both the papacy and the Visconti governors of the city called for changes to the
structure and functions of hospitals.50 The intersection of calls for hospital reform
with a more hostile view of women's autonomy led authorities to closely examine
and problematize the former roles women had played within hospitals.51 In one instance in Bergamo, officials held a woman responsible for corruption within a hospital, arguing that she had tempted a male official into neglecting his duties. Furthermore, in the earlyfifteenth century, officials emphasized the need for lay oblates to
work within the institutions, thus rejecting the contemplative roles lay women had
previously played in hospitals,. Likely in response to these changes, in the last years
of the fourteenth century very few women joined Bergamo's hospitals as conversae
and no women became familiares, even though the hospitals themselves remained
significant pious and social sites in the city and male conversi remained active within
them.52 Ultimately, as these examples indicate, reforming officials came to associate
women's autonomy in hospitals with the corruption and negligent leadership of the
institutions of the pre-reform period.
A graphic example of concerns about one woman's power within a hospital is
found in the records of a court case involving accusations of corruption against
Ziliolus de Feracavallis, the minister of Bergamo's hospital of S. Lorenzo in 1370.
That case included the testimony of witnessesfrom in and around the hospital criticizing the activities of a woman, Andriola da Culzinate, also a resident of the hospital. It is not clear whether Andriola had ever joined the hospital in a formal act of
oblation, but this situation was not unprecedented. We have seen that other women,
too, had lived in the city's hospitals for lengthy periods before officially becoming
members of the institutions. Despite her apparent status as an outsider within the
hospital, Ziliolus stated that Andriola had a formal role to play in it: she was responsible for transacting its "business"[«ego//a]. Others supported this claim, telling the
court that they had seen Andriola engaging in tasks such as helping with the wine
harvest on the hospital's properties.53 But according to the witnesses, including male
administrators of the hospital, members of the clergy, the hospital's poor inhabitants, and men and womenfrom the neighbourhood of S. Lorenzo, Àndriola's greed
had led to the ruin of the hospital and the departure of its poor inhabitants. Witness
after witness stated that Andriola defrauded the hospital for her ownfinancial benefit. As one woman complained, "she sells the goods of the hospital and makes
money from them, and then keeps the money for herself."54 An inhabitant of the
hospital reported that Andriola had told him that he must buy the sheets for his bed.
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Others complained that Andriola cooked meat for herself and Ziliolus without sharing it with either the conversi or the poor.55
But the witnesses' most damning criticism of Andriola was that she was the
minister's "lover and concubine". Ziliolus apparently made no secret of his affair
with Andriola. One conversus of S. Lorenzo told the court he had seen the two
having sex "many times" in the hospital and outside, while another reported that
Ziliolus had said he had had sexual relations with the woman "twice on Holy Saturday" one year.56 Andriola, these witnesses suggested, was as responsible as Ziliolus
for the affair and the damage it did to the hospital. They depicted her as a powerful
force who had used her sexual relationship with Ziliolus to manipulate him into
turning the poor away from the hospital's doors so that he might live alone with her.
As a result, the witnesses charged, one man had died and several others had nearly
starved.57 Others claimed that Andriola, acting alone, had further contaminated the
hospital through her sexual transgressions. For instance, one witness accused Andriola
of running a brothel within the walls of the hospital. She claimed that Andriola had
a secret door built into the rear of the hospital which gave access to a "pretty room"
where she invited men and women "to do evil".58
The witnesses' detailed descriptions of Andriola's activities suggests that members of the community commonly scutinized hospitals and their residents - perhaps
paying special attention to female residents - in the later fourteenth century. As well,
the witnesses' willingness to blame Andriola for Ziliolus' misdeeds hints at a broader
concern about the power of women's sexuality to lead men astray and thus damage
the hospital. There is no direct evidence to support the conclusion that witnesses or
officials saw Andriola as the extreme version of all female inhabitants of the hospital. However, other evidence does support the view that officials and members of
the community criticized women's autonomy in hospitals at the end of the fourteenth century.
Evidence from earlyfifteenth-century oblation records suggests that concerns
about wealthy women's use of hospitals as sites for shelter and companionship grew
during that period. Specifically, as they redefined the status of lay oblates, hospital
officials implicitly criticized women's lack of engagement with the poor and sick in
the institutions. Officials now expected conversae to work within hospitals. For example, when domina Doratha da Rosciate became a conversa of the hospital of the
fabbrica of S. Maria Maggiore in 1413, the officials of the hospital noted that she
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was a good, worthy and honest person, adding that the hospital admitted only lay
people of upright character so that it would not be exposed to harm. But Doratha's
good character was not the only focus of officials' concern. They also emphasized
that she was joining the hospital to work [ad deservendum], and that she was "necessary to the hospital."59 The redefinition of the hospital as an institution staffed by
worthy servants was markedly different from its former incarnation as a site where
property-holding individuals - mostly women - couldfind shelter without taking an
active role in serving the poor or sick. As they emphasized the need for oblates to
work, officials also rejected the role that most women had played within hospitals
during the fourteenth century.
The gradual decline in the number of male and female conversi on the Italian
peninsula (in both hospitals and monasteries) during the fourteenth century has been
linked to the rise of other religious options for the laity - namely, the growing popularity of confraternities.60 But my analysis of the experiences of conversae and female familiares in Bergamo suggests instead that the diminishing number of female
oblates in hospitals was the result of an attempt by authorities to increase their control over the institutions. The governing structure of Bergamo's hospitals changed
significantly in the late fourteenth century, emphasizing the authority of male officials drawn from the ranks of the city's clergy and its largest confraternity, the
Misericordia Maggiore.61 Accompanying officials' tightening of control over hospitals, as we have seen, was a new emphasis on the institutions as sites for service that
had been purged of their unsavoury elements. Women's former construction of autonomous communities within hospitals represented disorder and potential danger
to the increasingly rigid and bureaucratic institutions.
The narrowing opportunities for women in Bergamo's hospitals during the fourteenth century were part of a larger trend. Towards the end of the Middle Ages,
women, both religious and lay, were subjected to increasing restrictions on their
pious and social activities. In the thirteenth century, ecclesiastical authorities throughout Europe restricted the autonomy of nuns, notably with the publication of the
papal bull Periculoso in 1298, which called for the strict enclosure of nuns in monastic houses.62 Changes to ecclesiastical and theological organization also placed
new controls on lay women in the thirteenth century and after. Dyan Elliott has
argued that a new emphasis on the need for regular individual confession after Lateran
IV disempowered lay women by placing them in a subservient relationship to their
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male confessors.63 As well, clerics attempted to restrict women's access to sacred
spaces, for instance barring women from entry into the chancels of English churches
in thefifteenth century.64 In Bergamo, as ecclesiastical and secular authorities worked
to restructure hospitals according to a professional model, they came to associate
women with the hospitals of the fourteenth century, those loosely-organized groups
whose members enjoyed a significant level of autonomy. In the reformed institutions of thefifteenth century, oblates were scrutinized more closely and were required to undertake the same kinds of activities. In practice, this meant that hospitals could no longer serve as a substitute household for lay women.
The preceding discussion has underscored the argument that the histoiy of hospital reform in the later Middle Ages needs to be analyzed through the lens of gender. The redefinition of hospitals as spaces for professional activity whose (male)
governors exercised strict control over their members marginalized those lay women
who had previously created their own communities within the institutions. Such
conclusions undermine the master narrative of hospital history, a narrative which is
imbued by a sense of the rationality and lightness of the changes of the fifteenth
century. In the words of Michel Mollat, late medieval hospitals were "ill adapted to
the new forms of poverty" endemic in Europe in the fourteenth century, and therefore "renewal, reform, and new leadership were needed".65 A reappraisal of these
changes demonstrates that the administrative housecleaning of which Mollat writes
allowed hospital officials to address new forms of need at the beginning of the early
modern period, but at the same time, it resulted in a lost opportunity for women.
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